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4392151351. 
Burk-holder,v lloulstonyiv'aliexsiassignor'to Diamond“ 

I ‘ Alkali Company; ‘Cleveland,’ .vQhio, a corporatiqn a; of‘ 
Delaware; ~ , -' .- 1 

v Application‘ D'ecemhe‘ri'3, 1956; Serial"No.'-625§816 s 

_ [This invention-relates tol'arti?éiahor? imitation‘ hr-lik‘e 
materials’, and2 it‘ relates more‘ articillarlyl. ' 
combination! of" steps " cor'is’titilting' 
ufacturecffs'aid materials} _ g r - - q- I I. ‘ 

‘ Several‘ ‘ methods? have‘ heretofore been described for‘ 
the. preparation ‘offi'mitation fyiirsbiit none, prior to this 
inventionj-hfa's‘resulted in- afflir' siibstitute possessing; the 
physicalma'k'eeup‘ or striict'ii're'ofg’natural-filmz ' ' h "if 

Fiir-b'e‘a'ring- animals have ,t'wo‘ ' distinct ‘types; of hair 
covering; the guar'd‘iha ‘and deijfiir, gThe guard" 

ce'nsists of‘lon'g sp" ' and seriv 's‘a's addin 
coat ‘and‘ generally to 'prcitefct'ithe-imderfnr?fromhmatting 

It is" an; objectjof this ' invention‘ to‘, prepare 'aiti?c’i'al 
?irelil‘te‘ materialsiby'ahovel?ceiii natiiimef proeess>steps§ 
‘A‘iilrther object ‘of ‘this "inven‘ rr'islth‘e'" preparation 

of ‘arti?cial fur-like materials, in'af'cont-inuousymethodby 
a'_ series of novel-process stepsto‘bedescribedl m‘drelfnlly 
hereinaftergt ‘ "F ‘ 7- " 

Pia novel a- process forl'the‘im’an- f 

resiliency‘ crane chemical composition," andEv the Weft‘of 
the guard-hair fjabri'cf'ca'n beta}v mono?lamentiof less: resil 
iency‘ ‘and! of entirely" di?erent chemical ‘composition; ' so’ 
long-as both" materials‘; are- substantially}- Unaffected bythe' 

I ‘treatment; which" later-employed-?to-remove' the? vr‘fa'rpl" > 
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‘Wh'enit‘ ‘is/‘desired to"s‘imnla't‘e~a natural fin; o'nlyin 
durability" and" Warmth}; the choice 'of“?broils?materials 
forj the‘ were ‘of the guard-hair. and‘ und'erfu'r is consider‘ 
ably‘ broadened‘: Thl'l's‘the' Weft-j‘ of tliéigtfal‘d-hair and 

~ und'erfnr can be of?'eitherithelsamel'?brous vma'tie'rial in’ 
different forms or theycan'be‘o 'cliif'erent‘ ?brons’ma‘tei 
rialst- \As an example; th‘e'weft‘b‘f the guard-hair can be 

' ‘a’ 'lo‘n-rno'no?lament of-irelativelyqarg'e"diameter while‘ 
the weft‘bf‘the 'iind'erfiir fabric canbe'fa {shorter iniiltil‘ 

. ?lamencnylonyarn ofi'lo'oselyts‘plrn‘construction. v‘On the, 
ot-li’efr'v'handifithe' weft material for the, guard-hair can" be 
a-- nylbnf_mono?lament‘while the weft“ material forth'e' 
underfiinfabr'icrcan- be made-“of wool, yarn. '{The inven 
tiojn “also” contemp'lat'e'sfthat" ‘the’ ?bers; employed‘ ‘forming, 

‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ "lfab'ricecan ‘be of-"heterogeneous"multi 

I _ yarns‘ cdn'ipris‘ingé?b‘ers" of‘ nylon, wool, 
answer known'iirtlie angj-rromthe foregoing; it 

will’be‘apparent thatithisf'inv‘ention is not restricted’- to 
particularljtype ‘o‘f’ ?brous‘ imaitéria‘l.‘ I In practice, 

_ theifefore, the"physical:-propertiestof"any’kind' of ‘fur can 
be“ determined . and‘ l with ' snch knowledge 9 the proper 
natural“ or synthetic ?bers can‘ be chosen to form theiweft 
of’the woven, fabric‘r; ' Thechoicei of Iriaturaltor' synthetic 
fibers is;;'ofjeeurse; broad'andf‘; can'f inc‘lnd'e ‘anim'fa'hl vegee 

' lose" acetate’ "'polya'cryl 
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' Accordinglygthe invention'relat'es to, a‘methodidflrnanr “ I 

in .idth’s', vwith ‘their widths";iifr’ajsubstantially‘veg "cal 
_ gas with 'l'ldwer‘edges’qf‘ said webs‘: "in h 

were K215i?’ . , 
said!‘ coépla'na'r edges in ‘a backing and treating saidi woven 
web; to removethe warpitherefron'i'"; "1 the p'rocesslof 
this iiiven 1r there‘is ‘produced’ n“ arti?cial fur-like 

_' ‘In, manuraemringfa s'‘ubstitute'~ fnr‘lin‘ accordance with 
i "1: 9n,‘ ,tWo-fabritisf are ?rstiwoventosiinulate the 

g ' rid“ thefgti‘aird?-fli‘lr''ofilthe?naturalj?irl / IiT‘ll’ilS 

cdnnectiom, the‘ ?bers‘ or‘, yarn ‘ employedfinl' weaving the 

atiijg th éhysicali‘tnake-up'l andistrtic'ture 

of’wove‘n webs- of vary; ' ' 
40 

glass; *aswell as I any-‘of the’ various synthetic ~?bers 1 avail: 
able bor'nmerciallyf and 'mannfact‘uredjzfronr such; as cellul 

' p‘olljyyinyl?'polyarnide; poly= 
ethylene; ‘polyester; and‘: the like materials; ‘ 
‘Thetwarp'ofvthe.fabric. consists of any‘v suitable ?ber 

or'jrnaterial' that can he‘ tte'at'ed’feither physically or cheni 
ica'lhr to'_remove§it" vfrorni thew‘oven fabric; It: is impor 
tantand‘necess'ary that‘ the‘ weft ?bers" be resistant‘ to any 

' ‘reither chemical orphysicaL'to whichthe 

the» invention; contemplates‘ " that 'tliewefrl?bers (s51 the 
woven fabric, afterthe removal of the‘ W8ZI‘pi?b§lfS;Zb6 

' ‘come the guprfghtjhair o?theyznnderfnr’ and guard-hair 
45 'o'f't'he' arti?tiial‘ftirélike" 'pro’dilcti; Accordingly, the warp 

‘woven fabric can ,be‘selectedifrom' any; material 
‘ ‘ ' ' ,' a'dilutefacidor base or 

not affect; the weft of 
‘the ,woven: fabric. ) 'l‘hus, the warp; can be made‘ of’ a 

fabricarjeiseleeted‘ accordingfto' the particular furhd’esired. " 
"mists accomplished by 'iI_ knowledge or 'stud‘yi‘iof- the 
physicalland‘f chemical properties of’ the natural‘gfur'to be 
simrilat'e'dll “With knowledge‘fof the propérties’of-the 
natilrals‘?irit is then "necessary to choose: or’s'elect a‘ fiber 
on'ya'r'n that clesiel'y simulates; the properties of thef natu 
ra1._.;?J.r.- The particularl?ber or} yarn" selected" is’ then 
employed to fcrnt theaweft?of the; fabric 'tobeqwoyen. 
The wa'rp..matérial, 'i.e.,‘ the ‘?ber orv yarn; to‘ be employed 
vim-weaving: the, fabric‘,v is‘; then“ selected from vr‘r'l'ateriials 
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1 solve,l.;de.compose, or, divs-integrate‘ . the. ?ber; byv the" appli 
cation of a chemical, chemical‘solution, or other ‘physical, 
‘chemical, or ' mechanical treatment, ‘ 

> ?avingfthusi selected the ‘weft and‘warp materials} the 
?bers: are; then woven, into a’ fabric as. mentioned ' above, 
e:g:;,in10: a»- gluardi-hair- fabric. and an nnderfunfabricf ' 

,1 f'Ie'willa be" appreciated thatl‘in-simula'ting; a natnralfnr 
the‘: .?berr selected» ,for, ~theegnard-hairgt :al‘ldl: the; iunderfur 
can}, .be; . of: t; di?erent ‘ physical; and chemical -_ strhcture. 
Accordingly, the weft of the fabric‘ constituting theunder 

65 

soliihle‘ma'tei‘ialf u‘ch; as. polyvinyl'ialcohol or casein pro1 
'vided,} of’ cours_e,,_that theweft' ?bers are nna?ected by 
either ‘adilute acidfor water; " _i I , 

'Itfis realized that'many ?bers that are 'a?ected' by a 
chemical reagent," foriexamp'le', a dilute acid or base or 
are soluble in water, can befcher'n‘ically treated to'lr'ender 
them», resistant tolsuch reaction; Accordingly, if desired, 7 
the weft materials can be treated to render themi resistant 
to chemicalIreactions;)while. the warp is leftluntreated'in 
order that.‘ it'gcanybe exposed‘tQ-such'chemicals anddis 
solved orv decomposedtherebye It is apparent therefore, 
that it is necessary thatthe ?bers chosen for the weft and 
warp of theifabric belof such, a nature that either, chem 
icaltorigphysical, treatmentwill dissolve or decompose the 
warp of, the: woven, fabric/while. leaving ‘ the‘ weft‘ ?bers 
substantially una?ectediin, the woven fabric. - , a h 

i In altpreferred» embodiment of‘ this“ invention,_ two‘ 
woven! fabricsof'ditferent widths’ and consisting of dis 

‘ , vtinctttyp'esof weft ?bersland 'of a soluble or‘ decompos 
able‘ warp. or ?lling materialgare prepared by cutting'th'e 

> ,fabricéperpendicnlarlyYto, the; weft t'o'f formhtapes‘of 
widths corresponding to the‘ desired-'len'gthof the‘ 



. . .3 ' 

fur and the guard-hair ?bers. The underfur tapes are 
the smaller width materials in order that the ?nished 
product will have the physical structure of natural furs. 
A plurality oflunderfuryand guard-hair_tapes are then, 
arranged so that their width is in a vertical position and 
are placed in alternating arrangement, i.e., an underfur 
tape is sandwiched between a layer or web of guard-hair 
tape. . The number of tapes arranged in such laminar 

. fashion is .not critical and will. depend either on the 
widthv of the strip of arti?cial fur desired and/or on the 
size of the apparatus used for carrying out the manu 
facture of the arti?cial vfur. After lamination of the 
tape in the manner aforedescribed, a suitable resilient 

accuses . _ 

10 

or pliable permanent backing containing an, adhesive - 
composition and the‘ like, is applied to one side, i.e., 
the lower side of the'edges of the tape. In applying 
the permanent backing,‘one edge of each upright tape 
or web is positioned so that it lies in a common plane 
withthecorresponding edge of all other tapes. This 
arrangement is necessary since the shorter-width woven 
web, after removal of the warp or ?lling of the fabric. 
is to become the shorter downy ?berof the underfur, 
while the longer‘width woven web ?bers will. be the 
guard-hair of the simulated fur. The backing, with the 
lower edges of the laminated woven web anchored there 
on, is nexttreated to' set or harden the binder or adhe 
sive material. The fur-like structure, after this treat 
ment, is then passed to a suitable container or vessel 
where the woven fabric is treated, e.g., with a chemical 
solution, to dissolve, decompose, or remove the warp. 
The arti?cial fur after this treatment is thus seen to 
consist of long guard-hairs and shorter underfur hairs 
consisting of the weft ?bers anchored to a suitable perma 
nent backing simulating the skin of the natural fur. 
Any suitable material can be used for the backing of 

the ?bers. Thus, the hacking or binding material can 
be of a thin soft pliable nature, for example, soft rubber. 
plastic, and the like._ The backing can be reinforced, 
for example, with loosely knit fabric. The backing and/ 
or the edges of the vertical webs, as heretofore indicated, 
can be treated with a coating or adhesive, for example, 
a vinyl plastisol so that the ends of the ?bers become 
embedded thereon. ' 

A more complete understanding of the invention will 
follow from a detailed description of the accompanying 
drawings wherein; 

Figure 1 shows an enlarged view of a woven fabric 
being slit perpendicular to the weft ?bers in accordance 
with this invention. ' ' 

Figure 2 is a diagrammatic plan view of a packing 
table depicting the general sequence of operations in the 
method of this invention. ’ ' 

In the drawings, Figure 1_ represents an enlarged view 
of a woven fabric 1 consisting of a soluble warp 2 and 
an insoluble weft 3. The fabric is mounted, for example, 
on a moving belt on a suitable structure (not shown) 
and is moved in the direction indicated by the arrow 
towards a rotating blade 4 positioned so as to cut or 
slit the fabric in a direction perpendicular to the weft. 
If desired, two additional rotating blades 5 and 6 can 
be positioned to cut a narrow strip from each edge of 
the fabric as indicated. This trimming operation is not 
necessary, ‘however, since the webs or tapes 7 . can be 
fed directly to a packing table or wound on rolls or spools 
as will be described more fully with reference to Fig 
ure 2. ' 

In Figure 2 there is shown a general and somewhat 
fragmentary plan view of an apparatus suitable for carry 
ing out the steps of this invention. In the drawings, 
‘10 represents generally a packing table consisting of 
various moving belts and rollers to be described more 
‘fully below. Strips or webs 11 and 12 of two different 
widths representing the guard-hair and underfur and 
prepared as described above, are fed to the packing 
table as indicated. The woven webs can be taken directly 
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4 
from the cutting machine or machines as described in 
Figure 1 above or can be taken from rolls or spools. 
The webs are arranged so that the guard-hair webs 11 
are placed adjacent to the underfur webs 12 so that they 
constitute plurality of alternating webs of different widths 
as indicated by numeral 13. In order that the webs 
can be fed edgewise, e.g.,- so: that the wefts are in a 
vertical position, they can be turned‘ through an angle 
of 90° by a reed indicated generally at 14. The webs 
of‘woven fabric after being fed with’ their wefts in a 
vertical position are conveyed by a moving belt- 15 travel 
ing at the speed of the feed rate and moving in a direc 
tion indicated by the arrow. Side belts 16 are provided 
to compact the web to the desired degree of contact 
and travel at the same‘speed as the conveying belt 15. 
It should be mentioned that the moving belts 15 and 
16 can be driven or actuated by any suitable power 
or variable speed driving means (not shown). 
The side belts- 16 which-keepthe sandwiched strips 

or webs compressed move across to a second moving 
belt indicated generally at 17, traveling in the samedirec 
tion as belt 15 as indicated by the arrow. Provision is 
also made at 18 ,for- a constant tension mechanism in 
order to keep the side belts 16 at the desired tension 
and thus control‘ the. compactness of the web. Moving 
belt 17 can be ‘suitably constructed of a, metallic mate-v 
rial-or other heat conductive material. ‘ p 
The position indicated generally at 20, is where a 

suitable backing'or binder material is fed to and carried 
by movingbelt17. The moving beltv 17 is' preferably 
heated from its undersurface in a heating zone indicated 
at”. At point 20, a vinyl plastic sheet reinforced 
with knit fabric is lightly coated on the fabric side with, 
forexample, ,vinyl plastisol, by any suitable means, e.g., 
a brush or a coating roller (not shown),and is‘ fed with 
itslcoated side up to a heated belt so that it lies between 
the oncoming web and ‘the moving belt. 

Before the laminated} fabric webs reach the heated 
belt and coated plastic vinyl sheet,'however, a plastisol 
applicator or roll ,21 positioned between belts 15 and 
17 applies a coating of vinyl plastisol to ‘the edges or 
root ends of the moving web- The roller ‘preferably 
travels in the same direction as the’ web, but at a higher 
speed so‘that the endsof the ?bers are scrubbed with 
‘the plastisol. Ifv desired, theroller can travel in a 
reverse direction at any appropriate speed to accomplish 
substantially'the same object. ‘ 
Upon contact _of the'edges of the. web'fabric with the 

heated vinyl plasticsheet backing, the. ?b'ers are em 
bedded or anchored in the material, i.e., they are fused. 
The moving belt 17 then carries. the material to a cool 
ing section indicated at 19 where the binder or adhesive 
is set or hardened. The ?nal step in the process con 
sistsof ‘passing the fur-like material to a constant feed 
takeup device into a suitable vessel or other apparatus 
(not shown) to cause dissolution or decomposition of 
the warp ?bers in the laminated web. After this the 
material can be dried and treated, i.e., brushing to re 
move any material remaining loose on the weft' ?bers. 
From the above description, it will be realized that 

the ?bers remaining on the vinyl plastic sheet ‘are the 
weft ?bers of the thin strips of woven fabric. By virtue 
of having arranged the webs prior to feeding to the pack 
ing table in alternating fashion, i.e., having arranged the 
strips of varying width so that each layer of underfur is 
sandwiched between a layer of guard-air there is ob 
tained a product simulating a natural fur with guard-hair 
and underfur. ‘ ‘ 

Having thus described the preferred embodiment of 
this invention, 'it'will be understood that various modi?ca 
tions can readily be made without departing from its 
true spirit. Thus, it is apparent that the continuous 
method of preparing a fur-like material can be modi?ed 
so that the individual hairs or ?bers of the laminated fur 
‘pan, be; (I) of different lengths, (2) different diameters, 



aoaasse 
(>3) mono- or multi-?lament yarns or threads or both, 
(4) different colors, and (5) of different chemical‘ and 
physical structure. ' 

It should also be understood 
has been described with reference to substitutesffor 
natural furs that it is applicable to the manufacture 
generally of fur-like materials, i.e., the fur-like physical 
structure consisting of an‘ underfur and guard-hair. Thus, 
where it is desired to simulate natural furs only in 
warmth and durability as mentioned heretofore and not 
appearance, the choice of ?bers canvary quite widely 
with regard to color, chemical properties, physical nature 
of the ?bers, i.e., mono- or multi-?lament yarns or both. 

Resort may be had to modi?cations and equivalents 
that fall within the spirit of the invention and scope of 
the appended claims. ' ‘ 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method‘ of preparing an arti?cial fur which com 

prises the steps of forming a plurality of woven webs of 
varying widths, arranging said webs so that shorter weft 
webs are interposed between longer weft webs, compact 
ing said webs with their widths in a vertical position, 
applying a backing material to one side of the lower ver~, 
tical edges‘of said webs, anchoring said edges to said 
backing‘ material and thereafter dissolving the warp ?bers 
from said woven webs. > ' 1 

that while the invention ‘ 

, 6 , I 

4. A method of preparing an arti?cial fur-like ma 
1 terial which comprises the steps of forming a plurality of 

10, 

woven webs of alternating longer and shorter width webs, 
laminating the wefts with one edge of each web ina 
plane common to the corresponding edge of the ‘other 
weft, anchoring said co-planarredges in a-backing‘ma 
terial and dissolving the warp from the woven webs. 
._ 5; A method of preparing an arti?cial fur-like ma.-v 
terial which comprises the steps of forming a plurality 
‘of woven webs of alternating longer and shorter width 
webs, laminating and compacting said webs with one edge 
of each web in a plane common to the corresponding 
edge of the other web, anchoring said co-planar edges in 

' a-permanent backing and dissolving the warp from said 
15 webs. ~ ‘ I 

6. A method 'of preparing an arti?cial, fur-like ma 
terial which comprises the steps of forming a plurality 
of woven webs of varying widths, compacting said woven 
webs so as to form a plurality of woven webs of alter 
nating longer and shorter width webs, applying a pliable 
backing to the lower edges of said web, anchoring said 
edges to said backing to produce a permanent attach 

. ment to said edges and dissolving the warp from said 

25 

2. Av method of preparing an arti?cial fur which com; I 
prises the steps of forming two woven fabric webs of 
di?erent widths, a longer width fabric to serve as the 
guard-hair and a‘ shorter width fabric to serve as the 
underfur, laminating said woven webs so as to form a 
plurality of woven webs of alternating longer and shorter 
width webs, compacting said woven webs with their 
widths in a vertical position sothat one edge of each web 
is in a plane common to the corresponding edge of the 
other web, anchoring said co-planar edges in a binder and 
thereafter dissolving the warp from the woven webs.‘ ' 

3. A method of preparing an arti?cial fur-like material 
which comprises the steps of arranging a ‘plurality of 
woven webs of varying widths with their widths _in a 

30 
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40 
substantially vertical position and with the lower edges of ' 
said webs lying in a common plane, compacting said 
woven webs so as to form a plurality of woven webs of I 

co-planar edges in a backing'and dissolving the warp 
from said webs. ' 

, alternating longer and shorter width webs, anchoring said . 

web. 
7. A method of preparing an arti?cial fur which com 

prises ‘the steps of forming two woven fabric webs hav 
ing alternating longer and shorter width-webs, one. a 
guard-hair and the otheran underfur,>forming a plurality 
of said woven fabric webs by interposing an underfur 
web between the guard-hair webs, compacting said woven 
fabrics with theirv widths'in a ‘vertical position, anchoring 
the lower edges of said woven webs to a permanent back 
ing and thereafter dissolving the warp ?bers from said 
‘web. I _ g _ ~ 
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